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| CFA | Testing measurement & structural models for dichotomous and polytomous data |

Description

Testing measurement & structural models for dichotomous and polytomous data

Usage

CFA()

Value

No return value, opens web browser and loads shiny application

Examples

## Not run: CFA()

| IRT | Item calibration according to item response theory models |

Description

Item calibration according to item response theory models

Usage

IRT()

Value

No return value, opens web browser and loads shiny application

Examples

## Not run: IRT()
ITEMAN

Item and test statistics based on classical test theory.

Description

Item and test statistics based on classical test theory.

Usage

ITEMAN()

Value

No return value, opens web browser and loads shiny application

Examples

## Not run: ITEMAN()

PCA

Run principal component analysis for dichotomous and polytomous data

Description

Run principal component analysis for dichotomous and polytomous data

Usage

PCA()

Value

No return value, opens web browser and loads shiny application

Examples

## Not run: PCA()
SIMDATA

Generate simulated data according to IRT for dichotomous and polytomous data. Generate multidimensional data for factor analysis.

Usage

SIMDATA()

Value

No return value, opens web browser and loads shiny application.

Examples

## Not run: SIMDATA()
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